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Australian Summer
Drama, 06:45
Joe and Herman are two homeless men whom, through Joe’s nightly stories, travel the world and experience everything that reality has deprived them of.
Luke Eve, Enmore, NSW Australia
The Kindness of Strangers
Drama, 18:30
Two strangers in backroads America make a life-and-death pact. Based on a true story.
Claudia Myers, Washington, DC
Soap Opera
Animation, 05:29
A shampoo bottle, a sponge, and a bar of soap singing Don Giovanni? This five-minute opera features
some of the funniest translations since P.D.Q. Bach.
Zachary Brewster-Geisz, Greenbelt, MD
Cuadrilátero (Quadrilateral)
Romance, 16:00
A has always loved B. But B loves C. And C can’t stop thinking about D — who is secretly in love with A.
José Carlos Ruiz, Madrid, Spain
Clean
Drama, 04:00
Dulce discovers a wallet full of money and struggles with the moral dilemma of whether or not to keep it.
Stephen Dypiangco, Brooklyn, NY
Lucky
Comedy, 13:31
In a Florida condominium community, Ruth and Harry spend their time doing romantic things like going to the
podiatrist and the early bird special. All is bliss, until one day Harry brings home the wrong kind of tuna.
Melissa Berman, Montauk, NY
Steel Valley
Drama, 20:30
Based on Congressman Tim Ryan’s state senate campaign, Steel Valley captures the political climate and out-of-the
box dynamic that swirled around a Northeastern Ohio community as a young law student ran for office.
Eric Murphy, Los Angeles, CA
Small Room Tango
Experimental, 03:40
Short videomusical exploring the possibilities of a piano practice room, merging aural and visual to
produce a synaesthetic experience.
Gabriel Shalom, Fairfax, VA
Duck, Duck, GOOSE!
Comedy, 20:52
A burping beauty, a hapless romantic and a charmless masochist are our three ducks-in-a-row. It’s an intoxicating
blend of early sixties European romp and post-modern cynicism — in glorious technicolor!
D.C. Douglas, Hollywood, CA
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Blind Fear
Thriller, 09:50
A young blind woman is haunted by the ghost of her deceased husband. Debbie wakes up in a pool of her own
blood — she’s been unconscious and one of her wrists have been cut. What happened?
Pascal Trottier, Toronto, ON
Dream Awakening
Drama, 16:20
Dream Awakening explores the psychological journey of a depressed young woman, Luna, from psychosocial restriction to receptivity.
Susie Dias, Toronto, ON
Super-Anon
Comedy, 10:00
There’s a group of people overlooked by the media, who have an amazing story to tell. Downtrodden and ignored,
they wrestle with living in the shadow of a greater sibling, fear of losing a loved one, keeping a deep secret, and
general angst.
Stephen Plitt, Burnaby, BC
One Dollar, One Day
Drama, 26:04
When his car breaks down, type-A personality Ed gets stranded on an inner city street corner with Kid, a Zen-like
homeless youth who squeegees on the corner to make a buck.
Adam Reid, Toronto, ON
Space Attack!
Animation, 03:00
Under the command of intrepid explorer Captain StarKing, the crew of the mighty Big Throbbing Rocket find themselves engulfed by a deadly space nebula. Suddenly, they are attacked by the terrible Sauceroids of Saucerplex-9
and doom seems certain.
Matthew Frederick Davis Hemming, Gilford, ON
Skin Horse
Drama, 22:10
Skin Horse follows the precarious path Baxter treads between illusion and reality. Extraordinarily talented, yet beleaguered by stints of dementia, Baxter shares his experience with the other inhabitants of the urban wasteland.
Nick Goso, Toronto, ON
Cost Of Living
Sci-Fi, 10:30
What would you pay to live forever?
Jonathan Joffe, Calgary, AL
Pebbled
Experimental, 04:00
Framing our experience of life in the suburbs: a short dance film shot amongst concrete and pebbles, highlighting
the human element that exists barefoot between them.
Elif Isikozlu, Toronoto, ON
The Offering
Drama, 10:05
An elegiac meditation about the passing of life, told through the story of love and friendship between a Japanese
monk and the novice who came into his life, from their initial encounter to their final parting.
Paul Lee, Toronto, ON
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My First
Comedy, 11:34
A day out with Pop and some good advice helps Tommy understand something very important.
Jeff Buccellato, Manahawkin, NJ
3 Feet of Creepy
Horror, 30:00
A woman receives a mysterious gift and an unexpected caller on Halloween night. Find out what happens
when three feet of creepy visits an even creepier house.
John Stuhldreher, Washington, DC
Occupational Hazard
Comedy, 07:30
They were two friends who had it all. Until one day, everything changed forever. How would you survive...
without your buddy?
Tyler Korba, Washington, DC
Modus Vivendi
Experimental, 04:40
An artist’s passage through several mystifying settings leads her to a transformation.
Richard Liukis, Los Angeles, CA
Anna und der Soldat (Anna and the Soldier)
Drama, 10:07
Six years ago, Anna lost her family in a massacre by the German Wehrmacht. When a soldier passes through her
home, she must decide whether to avenge the deaths.
Sören Hüper and Christian Prettin, Hamburg, Germany
Future Imperfect
Comedy, 14:00
What happens when your lost love suddenly reappears after five years? A dark romantic comedy about what might
have been.
Marshall Lewy, Los Angeles, CA
Hell’s Satans
Documentary, 16:20
An unruly gang of moped riders bent on finding beer, girls, and fast times are terrorizing the streets of Richmond,
Virginia. Now, the once quiet streets of Richmond are alive with the sound of discordant moped engines.
Brian Davis, Brooklyn, NY
Live at Five
Comedy, 16:00
Bob is a frustrated writer whose life is turned upside down when he wanders into the absurd and wonderful world
of Stacy Sedwig, a small-town news anchorwoman who looks at life as one, giant newscast.
Averie Storck, Long Island City, NY
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Little Red Jiving Hood
Musical, 10:43
Mystery. Destiny. Redemption. Sukiyaki. This musical retelling of the age-old classic takes place in a surreal world
where houses have bagels for windows and trees sing scat.
Ben Hillman, Sheffield, MA
Close
Drama, 08:47
When Jill awakens after a serious car crash, she finds herself floating above her own body, still lying in the wreckage
of her car below.
Tom Hopkins, Dublin, Ireland
Shigara
Comedy, 05:00
A young man learns a valuable lesson when he succumbs to peer pressure and attempts to smoke
his first—and last—cigarette.
Ambessa Jir Berhe, Washington, DC
Iris
Docu-Drama, 17:37
On the eroding shores of the Chesapeake Bay, Iris Tilghman contemplates a milestone achievement
at the local crab picking plant. Will she be rewarded for her years of hard work or will a younger worker
replace her?
Adrian Muys, Silver Spring, MD
Red Planet Blues
Animation, 11:00
A little Martian, longing for blue skies and singing birds, thinks his chance has come to hitch a ride to Earth when
he spots a NASA rocket heading towards Mars.
David H. Brooks, Chicago, IL
Looking for Me
Experimental, 03:00
In her quest for self discovery, a woman is distracted by her grandmother’s recipe for success.
Shereen Abdul-Baki, The Hague, Netherlands
HBHS Panama Surf Trip
Documentary, 15:45
The Huntington Beach High School Surf Team is known as one of the best in the nation. Led by legendary coach
Andy Verdone, the team heads out on an exotic surf trip each summer.
John Urbano, New Albany, OH
Firefighter
Drama, 18:56
After 9/11, NYC Firefighter Kenny Ruane finds his strong beliefs challenged until a fire rescue frees him from his
guilt and he’s able to return home to his family.
Vanessa Ruane, Beverly Hills, CA
The Fabulous Price is Right
Documentary, 10:15
Four friends live out their ultimate fantasy: the chance to ‘Come on Down’ and become a contestant
on TV’s long-running game show “The Price Is Right.”
Marcel Acosta, Washington, DC
Ping Pong Love
Comedy, 10:00
Only one thing stands between Adam and the Great American Romance Novel: a beginning. Caught in the throes
of writer’s block, Adam finds inspiration in the most unlikely of sources: his two awkward and fretful neighbors.
Bo Mehrad, Brooklyn, NY
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Slap
Comedy, 04:20
See what happens when people don’t tell the truth and start spreading rumors.
Roman Cortez, Manhattan Beach, CA
Poof
Drama, 07:00
Two men—who have just died—pass time by waxing prophetic about the relevancy of time and the value of their previous existence, as they wait to meet their maker.
Kevin Walla, Keedysville, MD
The V Party
Comedy, 05:01
The nation’s foremost political consultants present their campaign for a new America.
Michelle Dean, San Francisco, CA
Taubman Sucks
Documentary, 06:40
Hank Mishkoff, a web designer from Plano Texas, created a site celebrating the construction of a new mall in his neighborhood.
Unfortunately, the mall didn’t like it.
Theo Lipfert, Bozeman, MT
A Cold Day for Johnson
Comedy, 07:15
What do you get when you cross a degenerate flasher with a group of gritty Catholic School girls?
Joseph Brener, Washington, DC
Donnie & Clyde
Romantic Black Comedy, 16:42
Love conquers all in this outrageous comedic romp about two ex-cons — a gangster and a gangsta’ — on the run.
Casey Moulton, New York, NY
Handshake
Animation, 05:00
An innocent greeting is quickly transformed into a sticky, tangled struggle for survival, illustrating the twists and turns of love at
first sight.
Patrick Smith, New York, NY
The Unicorn
Animation, 07:45
With a hanging story and excessively graphic content, this clay animation satirically purifies and invigorates all
the elements of a modern day Hollywood blockbuster. The result is both disturbing and hilarious.
Alexander Pile, Washington, DC
Ménage à trois
Comedy, 14:45
Brandon’s final day with Lindsay becomes one long tussle between him and her cell phone, each vying for Lindsay’s undivided
attention.
Kimberly M. Wetherell, New York, NY
The Anger Eater
Comedy, 04:55
Liz has a very bad day and takes it out on poor Bill.
Kelsey Kleiman, New York, NY
Who Makes Movies?
Comedy, 04:44
lllegal downloading doesn’t hurt the producers or the movie studios. It hurts the guy with his hand in the mix, the guy who has his
finger on the pulse of the industry — the fluffer.
Christopher Luccy, Los Angeles, CA
Subtitle
Drama, 07:00
People often don’t speak their mind. But what if you had the power to read what people really mean when they speak?
Gavin Lim, Singapore
Tamed
Comedy, 19:00
Loosely based on “The Taming of the Shrew,” Tamed is a modern take on what happened to Kate and Petruchio ten years
after their notorious marriage.
Foster Solomon, Richmond, VA
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Catching Kringle
Animation, 14:11
In the not-so-distant future of Christmas, suburban American has become so home-security obsessed that Santa
Claus is forced to turn his elfin crew into a paramilitary unit just to deliver his gifts.
Jeff Wadlow, Los Angeles, CA
Evenfall
Spy Thriller, 30:00
A highly-trained young woman who’s embarking on her career as an international agent discovers
that it takes more than good looks to keep things from falling into the wrong hands.
Keith Jodoin, Fairfax, VA
<ESC>
Animation, 00:55
What does your keyboard do at night?
Zachary Brewster-Geisz, Greenbelt, MD
FELT: Tearing the Fabric of America
Comedy, 07:38
We are all united in a common struggle: to protect America from the Rags, the Hand Jockeys, the Felts...
these workers of iniquity that are heinous mockers of all that is Right and all that God has created.
Kelley Slagle, Laurel, MD
De las Calles (From the Streets)
Drama, 05:59
Manolo, a Latin American street kid, sees hunger, prostitution, and drugs as a way of life—because for him and his
mother, it is the only life.
Veronica Shamo-Garcia, La Crescenta, CA
Las Viandas (The Foodies)
Comedy, 20:00
In a restaurant lost in the middle of the mountains, a new diner comes in. He doesn’t want to eat much, but
Papandreu, the chef, insists on serving all his award-winning, surreal dishes.
José Antonio Bonet, Madrid, Spain
Pee Shy
Comedy, 15:00
A boy becomes so frightened by his scout leader’s campfire stories that he humiliates himself one night, and
becomes the object of the scout leader’s vicious humor... until the troop encounters something truly terrifying in
the woods.
Deb Hagan, Los Angeles, CA
Curtains
Drama, 15:44
Svetlana is a restless, troubled woman on the run from a violent man who brought her to the U.S. as his mail-order
bride.
Isabel Galvan, Oceanside, CA
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Backseat Bingo
Animation, 5:25
Sexy Senior Seeks Same. Backseat Bingo is an animated documentary about the romantic lives of Senior Citizens.
Liz Blazer, Los Angeles, CA
One Weekend a Month
Drama, 11:30
Meg McDermott’s Monday morning routine is broken when the phone rings and her life is turned upside down.
Eric Escobar, Oakland, CA
Tahara
Drama, 17:30
Tahara is the story of Amina, an Egyptian housewife living in Los Angeles, who must decide if she will follow tradition
and circumcise her daughter.
Sara Rashad, Santa Monica, CA
Blessing
Dramedy, 14:00
Maya, home for her brother Neal’s high school graduation, is forced to deal with their often overbearing, sometimes
embarrassing mother, Asha.
Suju Vijayan, Los Angeles, CA
Twilight
Foreign, 21:00
A woman’s life has been shattered by the disappearance of her young daughter. Another child appears and through her
second tragedy, an unexpected trickle of water starts to flow in this parched emotional landscape.
Victoria Gamburg, San Francisco, CA
Perfection
Docu-Drama, 06:24
From infancy, an Asian American woman learns the game of perfection. But if your goal is perfection, will the game
ever end?
Karen Lin, Los Angeles, CA
Laying Down Arms
Drama, 13:45
Two women forge an unlikely friendship through a mistaken phone call: Janet, a troubled young woman, and Esther,
and elderly Holocaust survivor, engage in a conversation that transforms both of their lives.
Carol Schreder, Los Angeles, CA
Le Voyage de Marbelle (Mabel’s Saga)
Animation, 15:03
Mabel is juggling the demands of work, teenagers and an elderly mother. Now, she is confronted with a new challenge:
hot flashes and chin hairs! The film offers a reassuring look at one of the most important passages in a woman’s life.
JoDee Samuelson, Canada

